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GAME OBJECTIVES
The objective of the game is to eliminate any and all opponents by 
strategically taking their pieces from the board (similar to Chess 
or Checkers) or by outnumbering their pieces during “The Final 
Assault” mode of the game, which will be explained later in this 
manual.



The BoardThe Board

The board should be setup so that each player (2, 3, or 4) are  
seated opposite each other with a corner of the board pointing 
toward each player.



“DMZ’s” or DEMILITARIZED ZONES are indicated on the 
playing board by the 6 red  colored  squares, in a line, in each 

corner. 
 
The Staging Areas, in each 
corner, are directly behind their 
DMZ.

The DMZ and Staging Area, in 
each corner, are safe areas;  
Enemy pieces may not attack 
into the DMZ nor the Staging 
Areas.

Once a piece moves out of the Staging Area, beyond the DMZ, 
and into a battle zone they may not return to the staging area 
and DMZ unless directed by a “RECON” card.

Pieces may not move within the DMZ and Staging Areas.

Pieces may not make a direct strike from the DMZ and Staging 
Areas.

Once a player moves their pieces out of their DMZ or staging 
area and into a battle zone, it cannot return. When a weapon 
is ready to go into battle, it must move out toward the battle 
zone and cannot be utilized until it crosses over the DMZ and 
into the battle zones. 

If it is your turn, and you cannot make a move, and you are 
blocked from leaving the DMZ, you lose that turn.

THE DMZ AND  THE DMZ AND  
STAGING AREASSTAGING AREAS



Battlezones Battlezones 

Battle Zones are the areas in each quadrant outside the The 
DMZ and Staging Areas, and include the Bridges.



BridgesBridges
All INFANTRY and TANK pieces must use the bridges in order to 
move from a Battle Zone/Quadrant (unless transported by a 
RECON PACK card) to another.

INFANTRY and TANK pieces may NOT move from Bridge to Bridge 
(unless airlifted with a RECON PACK card).

ICBM, JET FIGHTER, HELICOPTER, ARTILLERY may move or attack 
from Bridge to Bridge, horizonally, vertically, or diagonally and 
must follow designated gridlines. For Helicopters specifically this 
would count each jump from bridge to bridge as “a single move”.



Blue Areas/Blue Areas/
WaterWater

The Water, or blue areas of the board, are not playable areas of 
the board and may not be passed over by INFANTRY and TANKS 
(unless transported by a RECON card).

ICBM, JET FIGHTER, HELICOPTER, and ARTILLERY piece movement 
are not affected by Blue Areas and may be passed over in alignment 
with grid lines. For Helicopters specifically this would count each jump 
from quadrant to quadrant, over the water, as “a single move”.

The Yellow Square at the center of the board is for placing of the  
RECON deck and does not count as a playable area or space.



Recon CARDSRecon CARDS

At the beginning of each game, shuffle the RECON deck of cards 
and place in the center of the board.

The numbers located on the corner of each card indates which  
player goes first, using the highest number.

The RECON spaces on the board are indicated in yellow.

When a player lands on a RECON Space they must draw a card and 
follow the card’s instructions.
 
Each player can use the RECON Spaces in any battle zone.

A piece may safely occupy a RECON Space for one round of play. On 
the next turn it must move off that RECON Space.*

A player may make a strike from the RECON Space when it is their 
turn.

A piece occupying a RECON Space may NOT be attacked,  
unless the game is in “Final Assault”.



Any piece may cross over a RECON Space as part of a  
continued  movement without having to draw a card.

You are not permitted to move from one RECON Space to  
another unless the cards direct you to do so.

As each player draws from the RECON DECK the cards are  
removed from play for the rest of the game, unless specific instruc-
tions from a card direct otherwise.

When a RECON Card orders the Recovery of a piece, the  
player must place it on their DMZ line or if full, the next  
consecutive line of spaces. (Player’s option where).

Once the RECON Cards are used up, the “The Final Assault” mode 
begins. See Final Assault Section of this manual.

 
 

__________________________________ 

 
*NOTES: 

If a player moves any other piece while occupying a  
Recon Space and another player catches them, that player  
loses the occupying piece. 

If they are not caught before the next player moves, the piece is 
safe until the next turn.  

If you have TWO RECON Spaces occupied you have two turns in 
which to move them off (players option which piece first). 

If you choose to move any other piece than either of the two pieces 
on the RECON Spaces, both pieces are lost and removed from the 
board.



Playing The GamePlaying The Game
FOR TWO, THREE OR FOUR PLAYERS:
Shuffle the RECON deck and place on the yellow square at the center of 
the board. Each player draws a card. 
 
On each card there is a small number, the player with the highest num-
ber takes the turn chip and makes the first move. Each player then fol-
lows, one move each, clockwise around the board.
 

THE TURN CHIP:
The chip is held on to, or placed near, by the player 
whose turn it is. Once the player is satisfied and  
completed their move or moves, they then pass the chip.  
It is officially the next player’s turn when that player has 100%  
possesion of the chip.  The player with possession of the chip may 
take as long as they want, and may make as many “test moves” as 
they needed.

 

IF LESS THAN FOUR ARE PLAYING:
All unoccupied battle zones are available for use by all play-
ers, except the demilitarized zones and the staging areas of the  
unoccupied battle zones.
 

A KILL or STRIKE (taking enemy pieces): 
An attack is complete when, one piece moves onto an enemy occu-
pied space. 

The defeated piece is then removed from the board, and the con-
quering piece now occupies that space.



Piece PlacementPiece Placement

In each player’s corner, all pieces of matching color and style (which 
may vary) are placed in sequence. 

Starting with all six INFANTRY units placed indiviually on each of 
the six red DMZ spaces; 

Followed by each of the five TANK units placed in each of the  
subsequent five spaces immediately behind the DMZ spaces and 
the INFANTRY pieces.

Then the four ARTILERY pieces in each of the four spaces behind 
the TANKS, then three HELICOPTERS, two JET FIGHTERS, and one 
ICBM, using the same format, until the whole army fills the whole 
corner.



ORBIS (INFANTRY)

WEGA (ARTILLERY)

VEX (HELICOPTER)

ARCUS (FIGHTER)

SURFIET (ICBM)

RAZE (TANK)

PieceSPieceS



Piece MovementPiece Movement
ORBIS / INFANTRY:
One space, in any direction, diagonal, vertical or horizontal. EXCEPT 
for the first move off the DMZ. It must move two spaces on first 
move, including pieces restored by the Recon Pack. Cannot pass over 
any other pieces.

RAZE / TANKS:   
Three spaces (must move all three), in any direction, vertical,  
diagonal or horizontal, in any combination. Can’t pass over 
the same space twice. Cannot pass over any other pieces.  
Target is destroyed on the third space.

WEGA / ARTILLERY:   
Unlimited movement, horizontal and vertical only (no combinations), 
into any battle zone on the board. Cannot pass over any other pieces. 
May cross water without the aid of bridges.

VEX / HELICOPTER:   
Moves One, Two, or Three spaces any direction: diagonal,  
vertical or horizontal, and in any combination. Can pass over any 
pieces (occupied space counts as move/no skipping). May jump from 
bridge to bridge, in line, as  single space movements. May jump 
across water counting as single space movements.  Enemy piece 
must be taken on final space.

ARCUS / JET FIGHTERS:   
Unlimited movement, diagonal, vertical or horizontal (no combinations), 
into any battle zone. May pass over it’s own pieces. If striking  a  target, the 
first target on its chosen path must be the objective piece taken.

SURFEIT / ICBM:   
Unlimited movement, diagonal, vertical, or horizontal (no combinations), 
into any battle zone. Can pass over any pieces.  If striking  a  target, the 
any target on its chosen path may be the objective, and must hit an enemy 
target piece.  Target destruction includes all enemy pieces in all  adjoin-
ing spaces to the target space. Eliminates up to 9 enemy pieces at once!  
Includes enemy pieces of other colors/armies.



The Final AssaultThe Final Assault
The FINAL ASSULT is in effect the very moment the last  
RECON card is drawn and the action instructed by the card is  
completed. 

Any Army may infiltrate into any active battle zone.

DMZ’s and Staging Areas are still safe and out of bounds.

Any Pieces still on the DMZ or in the staging area are ignored and 
not counted as active pieces “in-play”.

If all enemy pieces in one battlezone, out number by one or more 
pieces, that battle zone’s army (those pieces that are out of the 
staging area and DMZ , and are “in-play”), is defeated and that 
player is out of the game. All of that player’s pieces are defeat-
ed and removed from play regardless of where they are on the 
board. 

This does not effect any other army’s pieces in the battle zone.



Winning The GAmeWinning The GAme

GAme Play OptionsGAme Play Options

A player has officially won the game when ALL Opponent  
pieces are strategically eliminated from the game through  
standard piece movement,

OR

ALL Opponent pieces are outnumbered and eliminated from 
the game as of “The Final Assault”.

OPTION A: “ASSAULT” 
Start the  Game in “The Final Assault” Mode with NO  
RECON PACK Cards in the game, and without the Recon  
Spaces being safe. Follow the “Final Assault”mode rules for the 
entirety of the game.

OPTION B: “NO RECON”
Similar to “ASSAULT”, where the RECON PACK is NOT used at all 
and the RECON SPACES are like normal spaces (NOT SAFE).

OPTION C: “RE-RECON”
The Recon Pack is reshuffled at the last card drawn and there is 
NO “Final Assault” mode. ALL CARDS MUST BE USED.

Visit our website for even more exciting game play options and rule 
variations at: www.stratix.us !





DedicationDedication
STRATIX™ AND ALL GARRISON GROUP, INC. PROPERTIES ARE  
DEDICATED TO: My dear Heather Jean Garrison; Special thanks to John 
Bryant, Pam Morrison for developing the original prototype and all the 
countless hours spent play-testing and refining the rules.

This  INSTRUCTION  MANUAL,  contents,  game play, artwork, design(s),  
website, pieces, cards, chip, accessories, packaging,and the entire game 
itself is the copyrighted property of Garrison Group, Inc.

For a limited time, we happily give permission for anyone to duplicate and 
distribute this game and its assets, including this manual. This is subject 
to change, without notice, but for now we are offering this for free as a  
promotional vehicle to develop the popularity of the game.



WWW.STRATIX.US

Alternate versions  of the game and pieces as well as accessories, 
FAQ’s, News, Comments, and more can be found at:

info@stratix.us

©Copyright 1987, Garrison Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Don’t forget to follow us and like us on social media!


